Conover: Conover Host directs able-bodied people to stairwells near music room into lower level halls. ASERT Team assists Mobility Challenged to alcove area and chair closet positioning them behind the couches.

Downstairs: Judith and Sharon unlock the closets and direct people to closets and hallways. Children sit on the floor and adults stand over them, shielding them. Stay behind the orange line on the hallway walls. Close doors.

Downstairs classrooms: If there is not enough space in the hallways, the classrooms with windows opening onto the parking lot are safer. Do not stay in the classrooms with windows on the east side of the building. No shelter provided in the furnace/electrical rooms.

Safety Precautions: Staff and appointed volunteers alert the congregation to seek shelter by blowing air horns.

Nursery: Parents with infants go to nursery bathroom and close door or to handicapped restroom in the hall.

Bragg: Ushers lead people out of Bragg to downstairs shelter.

East aisle group: Down stairwell next to kitchen.

West Aisle group: Down stairwell in the lobby.

Mobility challenged:
Moderator/Coordinator and Security Volunteers will assist to Conover Alcove.

No Time? (Sounds like a freight train) - move to platform in Bragg or Conover alcove/closets.

TORNADO WARNING
1. Mobility Issues? Go to Conover Alcove
2. All others go down nearest stairs
3. Close doors around you.
4. All Clear: 2 short blasts from air horns by upstairs staff.
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